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The U.N. Is Coming for Your Water
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***

The  United  Nations  is  holding  its  first-in-five-decades  conference  on  water  in  New  York,  a
gathering that some say could be a “Paris moment” — meaning, the global body could soon
do for water what it’s sought to do, via treaty, for climate. Meaning, the United Nations is
coming for control of the world’s water sources.

A Paris-like global agreement on water? Make way for the regulatory nightmares.

Click here to read the full article.
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Featured image: The Vinuela reservoir is seen with a low water level due to a lack of rain in la Vinuela,
southern Spain, Feb. 22, 2022. Declining agricultural yields in Europe, and the battle for diminishing
water resources, especially in the southern part of the continent, are key risks as global temperatures
continue to rise. These conclusions are part of a new United Nations report that will help countries
decide how to prevent the planet from warming further. (AP Photo/Carlos Gil) ** FILE **
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